There have been many proposals on how media-on-demand servers can e ectively allow clients to share resources. In this paper, given a set of clients, we show how these clients may be partitioned into \sync-classes" { sets of clients who can be serviced through allocation of a single set of resources. As a set of clients may be partitioned into sync-classes in many di erent ways, we show that a very large class of cost functions may be used to determine which partition to choose. We provide algorithms to compute such optimal splits. Our framework is very generic in the following ways: (a) the system may plug-in any cost function whatsoever, as long as it satis es four common-sense axioms that evaluate costs, and (b) the system may evaluate the future anticipated requests of a user using any user model (e.g. a Markovian model) that has a speci ed I/O interface. Thus, a wide variety of predictive methods (of what the user will do) and a wide variety of costing methods may be used within our framework.
characteristics and thus o ers some advantages, and some disadvantages. The cost/retrieval time tradeo s dictated by a particular multimedia application determine the combinations of storage devices to be used, at which level(s) of the storage hierarchy the data should be placed, and how it should be staged up and down the hierarchy. In general, most applications will require some set of such storage devices (where the actual selection of the set would depend on the system architecture used, device characteristics, and application requirements).
In this paper, we present both a theoretical framework and practical algorithms for optimal handling of multiple clients' requests under the assumption that access to storage devices is a costly operation, i.e., that resources such as I/O bandwidth (rather than, for instance, I/O storage) are the limiting resources. This is a reasonable assumption, given current storage technology trends and multimedia applications' requirements. For instance, consider the magnetic disk technology. Improvements in storage capacity of a magnetic disk can be achieved by increasing either the number of bits/inch or the number of tracks/inch, whereas improvements in disk transfer rates can be achieved by increasing the number of bits/inch (and RMP) | in recent years most of the improvements in disk technology have occurred through increases in the number of tracks/inch (rather than the number of bits/inch). Hence, the main objective of this work is to reduce the load on the storage subsystem by reducing the number of accesses to I/O devices, and thus increase the number of clients that can be serviced simultaneously by a particular multimedia server architecture.
There are several approaches to reducing the demand for disk I/O bandwidth that have been explored by previous works, in the context of video servers. These data sharing techniques (i.e., approaches where data retrieved for one request can be used to service another) can be categorized as follows:
1. batching 5, 4, 13, 20] , i.e., delaying requests for up to T i time periods in hopes of more requests, for the same object i, arriving during the batching interval and servicing the entire group using a single I/O stream, 2. bu ering 11, 10, 3] , i.e., closing the temporal \gaps" between successive requests through the use of bu er space, i.e., holding data read for a \leading" stream and servicing \trailing" requests out of the bu er rather than by issuing another I/O stream, and 3. adaptive piggybacking 8, 7, 12, 1] , i.e., adjusting consumption rates of requests in progress (for the same object) until their corresponding I/O streams can be \merged" into one 1 .
Though there may be many ways of handling client requests, an optimal way is one that minimizes some objective function 2 . Once the basic model has been set up, we will de ne a concept termed a synchronization class (of clients) { or sync-class for short. A sync-class is a grouping of client requests which, intuitively, can be \merged" together into one uni ed retrieval request to a storage subsystem. A sync-class property intuitively associates a number w.r.t. a sync-class. For example, the mean waiting time of members of a sync-class is one such property. So is a weighted average which takes into account priorities of di erent clients (if a priority classi cation is de ned). 1 Due to lack of space we will not discuss the mechanism for adjusting consumption rates but refer the interested reader to 8]. 2 It is well known in operations research 9] that all maximization problems are expressible as minimization problems.
As already mentioned, our goal is to reduce the overall load on the storage subsystem, and hence the motivation to group users requests into sync-classes. That is, all requests within the same sync-class can be serviced using the same set of resources. There are several approaches that can be used to accomplish this, e.g., using any of the data sharing techniques outlined above. For instance, one approach is to bu er (or cache 3 ) the data retrieved for one of the clients in the sync-class until the remaining clients in the same sync-class can \consume" that data. In the interests of generality and ease of exposition, we will not assume a particular technique for accomplishing the data sharing, but rather, in the remainder of the paper, refer to the grouping of requests into a sync-class as a \merge" and concentrate on how to optimally partition clients into sync-classes.
We distinguish the work presented in this paper from the above mentioned research as follows. As in the above mentioned works on data sharing techniques, our goal is to reduce the load on the storage subsystem by partitioning client requests into groups and servicing each group with a single set of resources. However, the attempt here is to construct a somewhat more general (or unifying) framework for accomplishing this goal that can accommodate: a large class of objective functions, a large set of techniques for sharing resources among all requests in one group, and a large set of applications, including those with somewhat more interactive environments.
In what follows, we de ne an algorithm, for computing an optimal partitioning of client requests into sync-classes, that is provably guaranteed to be correct and terminating with respect to any objective function expressed as a reasonable combination of sync-class properties. To our knowledge, this has not been done before.
The Basic Model
In the following presentation we focus on delivery of video objects. An example video-on-demand (VOD) server architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 . Intuitively, all client requests are sent to a VOD Server. This server then creates Retrieval Requests that include both an id of the object (e.g., media on which the object resides and block number) being retrieved as well as a reader assignment (e.g., CD-Rom or tape drive). The retrieved media is then inserted (when appropriate) into the reader. In the case of disk drives, the reading can start immediately. It is entirely possible that one retrieval request encapsulates several client requests, and hence, kills several birds with one stone.
Features of Theoretical Framework
In order to explore this possibility we will set up a general formal framework. Its central new concept is that of a synchronization class of clients. This concept is intended to capture the following intuitive meaning: 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 000 000 000 000 000 according to the current state of knowledge and expectations, the client requests sent by the members of a synchronization class can be merged into one actual retrieval request and thus serviced using the same set of resources.
Basically, our formal framework comprises the following features:
1. For any point of time, t, we consider the current client requests.
2. At any point of time t, we consider the server's expectation on the future anticipated requests.
3. At any point of time t, we consider what it means for one client's future anticipated requests to be ahead of another client's future anticipated requests.
4. At any point of time t, we consider the possibility of merging clients whose future anticipated requests are \similar". Such merges are called Synchronization classes. All clients in a synchronization class can, in principle, share resources (e.g. bandwidth, bu er space, etc.).
5.
As there may be many di erent ways of merging clients into synchronization classes, we propose the notion of a cost function on sets of synchronization classes to estimate the costs of maintaining them.
6. Last, but not least, our framework includes Algorithms to determine a cost optimal set of synchronization classes.
Feature 1 (requests) provides just the essential parameters of the framework. Feature 2 (anticipations) is speci ed abstractly. A concrete example is based on a Tranquility Assumption, i.e., the assumption that clients will behave in the future as they do currently. Another example is based on a Markovian Model of client behavior in the future. For feature 3 (\ahead of" relationship) we provide some abstract requirements. And for the concrete example we take speci c parameters of the reader device into consideration. Feature 4 (synchronization classes), our central new concept, is canonically derived from features 2 and 3. Feature 5 (costs) is given abstractly by some properties that characterize cost functions. Any function that satis es these properties is a valid cost function, and we provide examples from the areas of bu er resources. Feature 6 (algorithms) is directed to e ciently nd a solution incrementally. For instance, a new client is tentatively inserted into an appropriate existing synchronization class which is possibly split into two parts afterwards.
According to this outline our framework is based on three abstractions: future anticipated requests (feature 2), an \ahead of" relationship (feature 3), and a cost function on sets of synchronization classes (feature 5).
Therefore our framework is very generally applicable and highly exible.
Throughout this paper, we will assume that there is a set MOV = fm 1 ; : : :; m n g of movies, where each movie m i is divided into a set of Numb(m i ) blocks numbered 1 through Numb(m i ).
Client Characteristics
A client request, req(C; t), made by client C at some point of time t, is a quadruple (m; b; step; ) where m is a movie, b is a block number of this movie, step is an integer (in number of blocks) and is the consumption rate, in blocks/period of time. Consumption rate is the rate at which the client wishes to receive the video data (it may or may not correspond to the rate at which it will actually display that data). Note that di erent clients may request the same video at di erent consumption rates | there are various reasons for this. For instance, one client may be displaying the video in normal mode, whereas another may be displaying it in fast forward mode. Intuitively, the above request says: \Get me blocks b; b+step; b+step 2; : : :; b+( ?1) step of movie m". At any given point t in time, each client C makes either an explicit, or an implicit request. Intuitively, req(C; t) is implicit if the user does not explicitly do something new (e.g., pause (step = 0) or rewind (step ?1) or fast forward or resume normal playback). An explicit request is one where the user explicitly takes one of these actions.
Example 1 Consider three clients, C1,C2,C3, who are all watching the same movie m, consisting of 150 blocks, i.e. Numb(m) = 150. Figure 2 shows the requests made by these clients at two instances of time, 1; 2.
At time 1: { Client C1's request at time 1 is given by the quadruple (m; 1; 1; 30), denoting the fact that client C1 wants 30 blocks of the movie m, starting at block 1 and at a step of 1. In e ect, this means that client C1 wants to watch blocks 1; : : :; 30 of this movie within the next period of time.
{ Client C2's request at time 1 is given by the quadruple (m; 4; 1; 30), denoting the fact that client C2 wants 30 blocks of the movie m, starting at block 4 and at a step of 1. In e ect, this means that client C2 wants to watch blocks 4; : : :; 33 of this movie within the next period of time. 0000  0000  0000  1111  1111  1111   0000  0000  0000  1111  1111  1111   00  00  00  11  11  11  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  00  00  00  11  11  11   C1   C2   C3   30  60  90  120 3 Sync-Classes
At any given point of time t, the VOD server only knows what the client has done in the past, and what the client is currently doing. The VOD Server would like clients to share resources, whenever it is possible to do so, without diminishing the quality of the rendered presentation. In order to do this, the VOD Server performs the following three steps:
First, it attempts to predict what clients will do in the \near" future.
Second, based on the above prediction, it tries to see which clients are temporally ahead of another client (and if so, by how much they are ahead). Clients that are watching proximate blocks of the movie are potentially mergeable.
Third, based on the above, it splits the set of clients into groups that can be serviced through a single stream. Each such group is called a sync-class.
What is very important is that our theoretical framework is rich enough to support reasonable but otherwise arbitrary ways of addressing the rst two points. In other words, once solutions to (1) and (2) above are picked and implemented, our framework for (3) can \plug" in the solutions chosen for (1) and (2) above.
In the rest of this section, we will rst (Section 3.1) de ne what a prediction strategy is, and then provide examples of a couple of di erent prediction strategies. Then, in Section 3.2, we will de ne the \ahead of" relation in a generic way, followed by a few examples of speci c \ahead of" relations. Finally, we will show how using an arbitrary prediction strategy and an arbitrary \ahead of" relation, we can de ne sync-classes. Then we will de ne \Cost Functions" in a generic way, and show that such cost functions make certain ways of creating sync-classes better than others. We will, of course, provide some concrete examples of these generic cost functions as well.
Anticipation of Future Client Behavior
At any point of time the server knows the current client requests, and depending on its logging capabilities, also part of the history of the past client requests. Based on this knowledge, the server has to determine the anticipated future client behavior. We would like to characterize what kind of expectations for the future appears to be reasonable within our framework, i.e., which expectations are both realistic and computationally feasible.
As an example we consider a server which always expects that clients will behave in future as they do currently. Such a server does not use its log, and it bases its expectation on a simple tranquility assumption. More formally, suppose C is a client who is active at time t. The Future Anticipated Requests of C at time t is any function, C;t , that takes as essential part of the input an integer t 0 > 0, considered as a time increment, and returns as output, a client request (i.e. a quadruple of the type described earlier in Section 2.2). Intuitively, C;t (t + t 0 ) provides a guess, made at time t, about what request will be made by client C at time (t + t 0 ).
In other words, suppose C;5 (14) = (m; 100; 1; 30). This means that according to the prediction function C;t , at time 5 we predict that 9 units of time in the future (i.e. at time 14) , client C will want to watch 30 blocks of movie m in \playback" mode (i.e. with step 1) starting at block 100.
The above de nition of is completely generic, in the sense that it allows us to:
Use di erent functions for di erent clients (i.e. C1;t and C2;t may be di erent for di erent clients C 1 ; C 2 ); Use di erent functions at di erent points in time (i.e. C;t1 and C;t2 may be di erent for di erent points of time t 1 ; t 2 ).
Suppose we are considering a set of clients fC 1 ; : : :; C n g and that at time t, the Future Anticipated Request functions of these clients are f C1;t ; : : :; Cn;t g respectively. We may de ne future anticipated requests in a slightly more convenient way as follows: far(C i ; t)(t 0 ) = Ci;t (t + t 0 ) where t 0 > 0:
In the rest of this paper, we will describe future anticipated requests of a set of clients using this notation. Before proceeding to the next section, we provide some simple examples of future anticipated request functions that may be used. far tr (C; t)(t 0 ) = (m; b m (( step) t 0 ); step; ) if C is currently in fast forward mode, i.e., when step 1; that is, if the client's request in the current time is (m; b; step; ) and the current mode is fast forward, then, under the use of far tr , the client's anticipated request in the next time increment is (m; b + step; step; ), and in the time increment after that it is (m; b + 2 step; step; ), and so on (until the end of the movie is reached).
far tr (C; t)(t 0 ) = (m; b (( (?step)) t 0 ); step; ) if C is currently in rewind mode, i.e., when step ?1; that is, if the client's request in the current time is (m; b; step; ) and the current mode is rewind, then, under the use of far tr , the client's anticipated request in the next time increment is (m; b ? (?step); step; ), and in the time increment after that it is (m; b ? 2 (?step); step; ), and so on (until the beginning of the movie is reached).
In the de nition of far tr above, we assumed inertia or tranquility as a very simple model of user behavior. In contrast, another approach would be to construct a somewhat more complex model of user behavior.
Speci cally, we can represent the user's behavior by a stochastic process X 16] . Example 3 (Future Anticipated Requests Under a Stochastic Model) The states of a stochastic process X modeling user behavior represent a user's \display" or \interactivity" mode. That is, X = fX(t); t 2 Tg where X(t) is a random variable representing the user's display mode at time t 4 . This characterization of user behavior would give us a fairly rich approach for possible de nitions of the far function; however, to illustrate our point a simple example, using a subset of stochastic processes, namely Markov chains, follows.
A model of a user's behavior while viewing a video can be represented, for instance, by a 4 state discrete time Markov chain (DTMC), as the one depicted in Figure 3 , with a transition matrix P , where P i; j] = p ij represents the probability that in the next time period the user will make a transition from viewing a video in mode i to viewing it in mode j. For example, in Figure 3 p nf represents the probability of a user making a transition from normal playback to the fast forward mode in the next time period 5 . Hence, in that example, P = where P j=n;f;r;p p ij = 1 8i = n; f; r; p. Note that P is a stochastic matrix and, in this example, time invariant. Also note that the transition probabilities of the DTMC can be determined, for instance, based on statistics collected by the system about the users' (previous) behavior; that is, we can maintain di erent transition matrices for di erent classes of users.
Let i (t 0 ) be the probability that the user will be in state i at time t + t 0 , i.e., in t 0 time periods from the current time t, given some initial (user) state at time t. Let (t 0 ) = n (t 0 ); f (t 0 ); r (t 0 ); p (t 0 )] and (0) = e i , where e i is a vector with the i th element set to 1 and all other elements set to 0, i.e., (0) represents the initial state at time t. Finally, let S (t 0 ) = f n (t 0 ); f (t 0 ); r (t 0 ); p (t 0 )g, i.e., S (t 0 ) is the set 4 In the remainder of this paper we will consider discrete-time stochastic processes, i.e., T is a countable set; however, similar derivations can be constructed for continuous-time stochastic processes. 5 In the remainder of this example we will use the terms \mode" and \state" interchangeably.
containing the probabilities of being in the various states of the Markov chain at time t + t 0 (i.e., in t 0 time periods from the current time t).
Then, given the following notation: What is needed, to complete the description of far p is a procedure for computing (t 0 ), i.e., a procedure for performing transient analysis on the Markov chain with a \mission time" 17] of t 0 and an initial state of (0). For a DTMC this is relatively straight forward and well-known procedure, and given that the size of the Markov chain is small, can be done using a brute force technique 6 , for instance, using the power method 17], i.e., (t 0 ) = (0)(P ) t 0
As already stated, more complex stochastic processes than the one given above are possible, and can result in various other de nitions of far. For example, the stochastic process modeling the user behavior need not be homogeneous; that is, it can be non-homogeneous where the transition probabilities are a function of time, i.e., p ij (t) (this may be, for instance, more appropriate for applications that are more interactive, than video-on-demand). Furthermore, the user model can be quite a bit more complex, i.e., with a larger number states in the Markov chain, depending on the application being modeled 7 .
In addition to more complex de nitions of the Markov chain or more complex stochastic processes, more complex de nitions of far based on the Markov chain are also possible. That is, we may not wish to make our predictions based on the most likely state in a time period r, i.e., based on max(S (r) ). Instead, we could, for instance, consider some \combination" of \highly likely" states at each time step (which may give us a \better" prediction, although perhaps at some cost).
As is probably clear from the above discussion, many other variations of user behavior models and the corresponding de nitions of far are possible. We will not give any further examples in this paper, since our intent here is to illustrate the exibility of the framework, which is the main contribution of this work, rather than to advocate a particular far function. Speci cally, note that we have not commented on the \goodness" of the far functions with respect to being able to predict the user's behavior and the consequent a ect on system performance. Such considerations and evaluation are outside the scope of this paper.
Throughout the rest of this paper, we will use the notation far(C; t) to denote an arbitrary Future Anticipated Requests function.
\Ahead Of" Relationship
We can now assume that at some point of time t, the server can employ the future anticipated requests far(C; t), for all of its clients C. Then the server can evaluate whether the future anticipated requests of one client C i are ahead of another client's future anticipated requests.
Without loss of generality, at any given point t of time, two distinct clients that request exactly the same data are assumed to be identical, i.e. if we have two clients C i ; C j such that at time t, (8t 0 > 0)far(C i ; t)(t 0 ) = far(C j ; t)(t 0 ), then we consider C i ; C j to be identical. This is reasonable, because for all practical purposes (from the server's point of view), clients C i and C j are in fact identical because the server only sees their requests.
In the rest of this section, we will proceed as follows.
First, we will de ne a notion called an \ahead of" graph specifying which clients are regularly requesting data before other clients. This graph induces a total ordering amongst clients.
Then we argue that predictions should only be made for a restricted future | in general, in computer systems, the quality of predictions degrade the more far-out into the future they are. We further argue that in many cases, if one client is signi cantly ahead of another, this makes it hard for those two clients to share resources. This leads to a concept called ( ; )-aheadness, where refers to the amount of time into the future that far's are considered reliable, and speci es how \out of sync" two clients are. For xed ; , any \ahead of" relation induces a ( ; )-aheadness notion.
Finally, we show that this can be turned around | given a xed ; and a notion of ( ; )-aheadness, we can induce an \ahead of" graph from it.
\Ahead Of" Graph
Suppose C tot denotes the set of all possible clients. An ahead-of graph is a weighted, directed acyclic graph satisfying the following additional conditions: (A1) the vertices of the graph are the members of C tot and (A2) edges are weighted with positive integers which may be interpreted as \time" delay, and (A3) for all C i ; C j , the graph either contains a path from C i to C j or from C j to C i .
In any ahead-of graph, AOG, the weight of a path is merely the sum of the edges occurring in the path.
Given an \ahead of" graph AOG, we may de ne a ternary ahead-of relation ao as follows: (C i ; C j ; K) is in ao i there is a path from C i to C j in AOG of weight K and such that there is no other path from C i to C j with a weight strictly less than K.
It is easy to see that given any two clients C i ; C j , and any ahead-of graph AOG, it is impossible to have two triples of the form (C i ; C j ; K) and (C j ; C i ; K 0 ) in ao because AOG is acyclic. Thus, ao induces a total ordering on the set of clients { in e ect, we may say client C i precedes client C j i (9K)(C i ; C j ; K) 2 ao.
We will often abuse notation and write C i aoC j when such a K exists. Later in this paper (Section 3.2.4) we will show that Axiom (A3) can be relaxed to a weaker condition that does not force a total ordering to be induced.
Throughout the rest of this paper, we assume that AOG and hence, ao, can be arbitrarily picked by the designer of a media-on-demand system. As long as ao re ects a total ordering on the set of clients, it will su ce for our purposes.
( ; )-Aheadness
Given , and an ahead of graph, AOG, we can derive a new graph, AOG ; , as follows:
For each node N of in-degree 0 in the graph AOG, truncate all paths starting at N when the weight of the path exceeds . In other words, traverse every path as far as possible, starting at N, and truncate the path (by edge removal) so that its weight is less than . Eliminate any isolated nodes. Given any two nodes C i ; C j in the remaining graph which are reachable from some node of in-degree 0, we say C i ao ; C j i there is a path from C i to C j of weight less than or equal to .
Given that nodes of in-degree zero are currently consuming data, the rst constraint above de nes the \window" of reliability of the predictions made by far. By axiom (A3) at most one node in AOG can have in-degree zero. All clients outside this window are not considered for merging at this time. The second constraint tells us whether two clients are \close enough" for the idea of servicing them through a common set of resources to be a viable option.
Examples of ao ; Relations
We now make some concrete suggestions on possible ao ; relations that may be used. The rst of these is a \weakly precedes" relation which says (intuitively) that client C i always reads data at most units before client C j . However, it may read one block 1 units before C j (where 1 ) and another block 2 units before C j (where 2 ). However, 1 ; 2 are not required to be identical. Example 4 (Weakly Precedes Relation) Suppose ; are two non-negative integers. Intuitively, we would like to merge two jobs if they are at most time periods \out of sync". However, when checking if two jobs are at most time periods out of sync, we do not necessarily want to look too far ahead into the future, as our estimate of what clients will do in the future, captured by the far function above, is unlikely to be very accurate, at least not too far into the future. Thus, represents a bound on how far ahead into the future (relative to the present time) we can be reasonably con dent of our estimate 8 .
At time t, we say that client C j is weakly ( ; )-ahead of client C i , denoted by C j > ( ; ) C i i both clients C i and C j are watching the same movie and (8t 0 0)(9 t 0 (0 t 0 ) (t 0 + t 0 ) ! (far(C j ; t)(t 0 ) = far(C i ; t)(t 0 + t 0 ))) :
In this case, t 0 is called a delay. Note that the delay condition allows variable delays, i.e., the delay can be a function of t 0 .
For example, consider the requests for blocks being made in Figure 4 { it is easy to see that client C 1 is (10; 3)-weakly ahead of client C 2 , i.e. C 1 > 10;3 C 2 . Furthermore, client C 1 is (10; 3)-weakly ahead of client C 3 , i.e., C 1 > 10;3 C 3 .
A stronger version of the above precedence relation says (intuitively) that there exists a xed delay such that client C i always reads data exactly units before client C j .
Example 5 (Strongly Precedes Relation) Using the same notation as for \Weakly Precedes", we may say that at time t, client C j is strongly ( ; )-ahead of client C i , denoted by C j ( ; ) C i i (9 )(0 )(8t 0 0)(t 0 + ) ! far(C j ; t)(t 0 ) = far(C i ; t)(t 0 + ):
This is a stronger requirement than the above, requiring a xed delay. We will often say above that C j is ( ; ) -ahead of client C i via when we wish to explicitly reference . 8 and may be set partly based on collected statistics or models of user behavior.
For example, consider the requests for blocks being made in Figure 4 { it is easy to see that client C 2 is (10; 3)-strongly ahead of client C 3 , i.e., C 2 10;3 C 3 . However, client C 1 is not (10; 3)-strongly ahead of client C 2 .
The following result follows immediately from the de nitions of ( ; ) and > ( ; ) .
Proposition 1 Suppose C is any nite set of clients. Then: If C j ( ; ) C i then C j > ( ; ) C i . 2 
Going from ( ; )-aheadness to Aheadness
In the preceding section, we did not make explicit use of an ahead-of graph. Instead, we directly de ned a notion of AOG ; . Now, we show how the opposite is true. Given a graph AOG ; , we may de ne a graph AOG from it very simply as follows.
1. The vertices of AOG coincide with the vertices of AOG ; .
2. If AOG ; contains a path from C i to C j , then there is an edge in AOG between C i and C j weighted with minfc j there is a path in AOG ; from C i to C j of weight cg:
It is important to note that in general, we may have several \ahead of" graphs that can be restricted to a single AOG ; graph by the procedure of section 3.2.2, and hence, the above procedure only guarantees that one such graph can be constructed.
Weakening the \Aheadness" Axioms
Axiom (A3) in the de nition of an \ahead of" graph forces that given any two clients C i , C j in the graph, either there must be a path from C i to C j in AOG or there must be such a path from C j to C i . This requirement forces the ao relation to be a total ordering.
However, in general, this requirement may be weakened by replacing axiom (A3) with the weaker axiom (A3') below.
(A3') For all C i ; C j occurring in the same connected component of AOG, either there is a path from C i to C j or from C j to C i .
If this weaker notion of an \ahead of" graph is used, then the de nitions of the graph AOG ; may be de ned on a component by component basis in the obvious way. The only change this makes in the de nition of AOG ; is that instead of just one node of AOG having in-degree zero, there will be one per component of AOG. 
Synchronization Classes
Suppose C tot is the set of all clients currently being serviced by the media on demand server.
A ( ; )-synchronization class, SC, is a set of clients such that for each pair, C i ; C j of clients in SC, either C i ao ; C j holds or C j ao ; C i holds. Intuitively, a synchronization class, SC, is a set of clients whose jobs can be merged together, i.e., all clients within a sync-class can be serviced through a single retrieval request, thus reducing the overall load on the system and maximizing the global sharing of system resources. Di erent sync-classes are serviced independently. We may use the above de nition to de ne the width, Width(SC), of a sync-class SC. Remark: It is very important to note that two clients that request di erent sets of data may well fall within a sync-class because the data they (are predicted to) request within the time window exhibits signi cant overlap, even though the data they request after that time window may not. For instance, in Figure 5 , clients C1; C2 can be placed within the same sync class when = 30 and = 12. This is because according to Figure 5 , C2 watches what C1 watches with a delay of 12 time units. Of course, during the initial 12 time unit period when C1 is consuming data, C2 may watch blocks (such as block B8,B9) that C1 never watched. Our framework of sync-classes is general enough to recognize that these two clients have a signi cant overlap in their requests, even though some di erences might persist.
Example 7 Consider the very simple example shown in Figure 6 . We notice that client C2 is consuming data at the rate of 1.5 blocks per time unit, while client C1 is consuming data at 1 block per time unit. Yet, it is easy to see that C1 is (8; 4)-ahead of C2, and hence, fC1; C2g is an (8; 4)-sync class. The reader will also observe that md(C1; C2) = 4.
( ; )-Splits: Given a total set C tot of clients, we would like to split (i.e., partition) C tot into a set of ( ; )-synchronization classes, C 1 ; : : :; C k . In the case of the scenario of Figure 5 , three distinct splits are possible: ffC1; C2g; fC3gg or ffC1g; fC2; C3gg or ffC1g; fC2g;fC3gg. There are various ways that can be used to determine that one way of splitting a set C tot of clients, is better than another way of doing so.
In Section 3.3.1 below, we rst de ne a notion of a Maximally Superior split { later, in Section 3.3.2, we de ne numerical costs on splits, and show that some splits are better than another. Finally, in Section 4, we show how we can identify sync-classes algorithmically in the case of the \weakly precedes" and \strongly precedes" relations.
Maximally Superior Splits
In this section, we de ne an ordering on splits, and use this ordering to de ne maximally superior splits. This de nition is a qualitative notion of splitting { later, Section 3.3.2 provides an analogous quantitative notion.
Suppose C tot is a nite set of clients, and S 1 = fC 1 ; : : :; C k g S 2 = fC 0 1 ; : : :; C 0 m g are two di erent ( ; )-splits of C tot . Split S 1 is inferior to split S 2 , denoted S 1 vS 2 i for each C i 2 S 1 , there exists a C j 2 S 2 such that C i C j .
For example, suppose we have: S = ffC 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 ; C 4 gg S = ffC 1 g; fC 2 g; fC 3 ; C 4 gg S = ffC 1 ; C 2 g; fC 3 ; C 4 gg Then it is easy to see that S vS, S vS, S vS .
When we use the v ordering on arbitrary sets, it is not necessarily a partial ordering (as v may not be antisymmetric) { however, as the following result shows, when we apply the v ordering on partitions, and in particular on ( ; )-splits, then we are guaranteed to obtain a partial ordering. Proposition 2 v is a partial ordering on the set of all possible partitions (and hence on ( ; )-splits) of C tot .
Proof. Clearly, v is re exive and transitive. It remains to verify anti-symmetry. Suppose S 1 ; S 2 are partitions of C tot and S 1 vS 2 and S 2 vS 1 . We show below that S 1 S 2 { the reverse inclusion may be proved by a symmetric argument. Suppose C 1 is any member of S 1 . As S 1 vS 2 , there exists a C 2 2 S 2 such that C 1 C 2 . As S 2 vS 1 , there exists a C 0 1 2 S 1 such that C 2 C 0 1 . But then C 1 C 2 C 0 1 . As C 1 ; C 0 1 are both in S 1 and as S 1 is a partition of C tot , it follows that C 1 = C 0 1 . But then C 1 = C 2 which means that C 1 2 S 2 . Thus, S 1 S 2 . Showing that S 2 S 1 is established by a symmetric argument.
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We say that a ( ; )-split S is Maximally Superior i there is no other ( ; )-split S 0 such that SvS 0 . In Section 4, we de ne algorithms to compute maximally superior ( ; )-splits.
Cost Function and Optimal Splits
In this section, we present a quantitative view of splits in contrast to the qualitative view of what is a good split, provided in the preceding section.
Suppose C tot is a set of possible clients. An objective/cost function cf is a mapping, from sets of subsets of C tot to the natural numbers, that satis es the following properties:
1 Then cf(S) < cf((S ? fC i g) fC i;1 ; C i;2 g). Intuitively, the rst condition, monotonicity, says that when the set of client classes is enlarged by adding one or more new client classes (i.e., when the set of client classes is increased), the value of the cost function increases. This is quite natural. The insertion of a new client causes some bu er overhead (though the need for bandwidth resources does not increase), even if the client's retrievals are identical to that of an existing client.
The second condition, modularity, says that when an existing client class is split into two the cost function increases. This too is natural, because splitting client classes means that we are diminishing resource-sharing, which imposes a cost on the system. Furthermore, having another sync-class causes some extra overhead on the system because a separate stream must be used to service the new sync-class.
The third condition, insertion monotonicity, says that when we add a new client then the costs must increase, and moreover, inserting the new client into an existing class is always cheaper than putting the new client into a new singleton class. The second inequality of insertion monotonicity is a consequence of modularity. The transitive inequality between the rst term and the third term is a consequence of monotonicity. The rst inequality, however, appears to be not a consequence of monotonicity and modularity.
It is worth mentioning a special property which we call insertion modularity that is an instance of the notion of modularity. This property says that cf(fC 1 ; : : :; C i fC new g; : : :; C k g) < cf(fC 1 ; : : :; C i;1 ; C i;2 ; : : :; C k g) where C i fC new g is the disjoint union of C i;1 and C i;2 .
This property says that increasing the size of a sync-class when a new client is being processed (which allows the new client to share resources with other clients) is preferable to splitting the sync class into two.
When building a multimedia storage server, our framework will allow the system administrator to monitor performance using any cost function whatsoever as long as the cost function satis es these properties. Optimal ( ; )-Splits: Given a total set C of clients, a split S = fC 1 ; : : :; C k g of C is optimal w.r.t. cost function cf i there is no other split S 0 = fC 0 1 ; : : :; C 0 k 0 g such that cf(S 0 ) < cf(S).
Example 8 As already mentioned, one approach to servicing an entire sync-class with a single set of resources is to bu er (cache) the data retrieved for one of the clients in the sync-class until the remaining clients in the same sync-class can \consume" that data. Hence, given a split S = fC 1 ; : : :; C k g one reasonable cost function would be a function that takes into consideration:
1. The amount of bu er (caching) space that would be necessary to support a particular partitioning of clients into sync-classes. Thus, for each sync class C i , we might assess a bu ering cost bc i . Clearly, as the number of clients in C i increases, so should the bu ering cost. The total bu ering cost then should be given by k i=1 bc i .
2. An additional xed \overhead" charged to each client. This assesses a client management overhead cost cmo to each client being serviced. Clearly, the total management cost incurred is cmo P k i=1 (card(C i )).
3. An additional xed \overhead" charged to each sync-class. As some cost is needed to maintain di erent sync classes, we should have a xed sync-class cost smo per sync-class. Clearly, the total such cost is k smo.
4. The cost of bu ering for one sync-class is less than the xed \overhead" charge due to each sync-class. In other words, we must have bc i < smo.
If we de ned the cost of the above split as the sum of the costs shown above, then we can easily see that the monotonicity and modularity properties of cost functions are satis ed. We illustrate this through the example of Figure 5 . Two distinct maximally superior splits are possible in this example. Let us consider the rst possibility, namely ffC1; C2g; fC3gg. Clearly, the second sync-class does not require bu er space since there is only one client in that sync-class. Given that C1 and C2 are t 0 time periods \out-of-sync", and t is the current time (and for simplicity, the time at which C1 accesses the rst block the two clients have in common, i.e., t = 10 in our example), then it is clear that the following constraint must hold:
where B is the minimum amount of bu er space required by the rst sync-class and 1 and 2 are the consumption rates of C1 and C2, respectively 9 . Thus, the ffC1; C2g; fC3gg partitioning can be achieved at the cost of B periods of bu er space (which can be easily computed from the above equation). A similar calculation can be made for the other possibility, i.e., ffC1g; fC2; C3gg, and the partitioning yielding the smaller cost (according to the above given criteria) should be chosen. A simple generalization to more than two clients per sync-class can be made.
Note that, at this point we have not addressed such issues as real-time constraints, which are exhibited by many multimedia applications, such as VOD servers. It is possible to adapt our framework to be useful for such applications, but we will not discuss this here any further due to lack of space.
The following result shows that the notion of a (quantitative) optimal split is also qualitatively reasonable {every optimal split according to the de nition provided earlier is guaranteed to be maximally superior according to the above de nition.
Theorem 1 Suppose C tot is a set of clients and cf is a cost function. If S is an optimal ( ; )-split with respect to cf, then S is Maximally Superior.
Proof. Suppose S is an optimal ( ; )-split with respect to cf, but S is not maximally superior. Then there exists a S 0 such that S < S 0 . As every member of S is a subset of some member of S 0 and as S; S 0 are both splits (i.e. partitions of C tot ), it follows that each member of S 0 is expressible as the union of members of S.
But then, by the Modularity Axiom in the de nition of cost function.
cf(S 0 ) < cf (S) which contradicts the optimality of S. 2 
Algorithms for Computing Sync-Classes
In this section, we outline an algorithm for computing sync-classes, given a set C of clients and a xed ( ; ) pair.
First (Section 4.1), we provide an algorithm that takes as input, a sync-class and a (new) client, and determines if this new client can possibly be placed within that sync-class.
Then (Section 4.2), we provide an algorithm that takes as input, the current set of all maximally superior splits of a set, C tot , of clients, and determines the new set of all maximally superior splits of C tot fC new g.
Third, we provide algorithms to compute the optimal ( ; )-splits of a set, C tot , of clients.
Based on the above algorithms, we provide mechanisms (in Section 4.3)to update the set of maximally superior splits of C tot as time progresses, as far changes, and as new clients enter and leave the system. Before proceeding, note that, we will assume (where appropriate) that in the implementation of the following algorithms, the sync classes within a maximally superior split, S i = fC i1 ; : : :; C in g, are kept \in order", with respect to the total linear order of the clients 10 in C tot . However, to simplify the description of the algorithms, we will use \set di erence" (\set union") to indicate removal (addition) of a sync class from (to) a maximally superior split. 
Checking Syncability of a Client and a Sync-Class
In this section, we provide an algorithm to check whether a client C new can be placed in an existing sync-class
First, suppose that the notion of \ahead of" that we use is either the \weakly precedes" or \strongly precedes" notion de ned earlier in this paper. The proof of the following proposition is immediate { it says that a new client may be inserted into a sync-class i the maximal distance between each client in SC and the new client is less than or equal to . It is easy to see that the worst-case complexity of this algorithm is O( card(SC)). The reason is that
Step 3c may require an O( ) checks.
A di erent (and slightly more e cient) test may be performed as follows. Associate with C tot , a weighted directed graph, G(C tot ) whose vertices are members of C tot . There is an edge from C i to C j having weight i md(C i ; C j ) = . It is easy to see that G(C tot ) is acyclic, and that if SC is a sync-class, then for all C 1 ; C 2 2 SC, there is a path in G(C tot ) from C 1 to C 2 (or vice versa) that only visits nodes in SC such that the sum of the edges in the path is less than or equal to . Let G(C tot ; SC) denote the restriction of G(C tot ) to the vertices in SC. Suppose we have G(C tot ; SC) fully computed and stored a priori. Then an easy test is to test our new client C new against the two clients in SC that are maximally far away from each other. Let MaxApart(SC) = f(C i ; C j ) j md(C i ; C j ) = Width(SC)g:
In most real world examples, SC is likely to consist of very few clients, usually no more than two. Let us now suppose that at any given point in time, we store not only our sync-classes, but also the set:
We may now rewrite our old Syncability Algorithm by replacing the assignment statement Todo = SC by the assignment statement, Todo = Extremes(SC) thus reducing the complexity of the algorithm to O( card(Extremes(SC))). In most cases, we expect Extremes to only contain 2 members (or perhaps a few more), thus causing a signi cant drop in the time taken to check syncability. However, in general, it is possible for Extremes(SC) to have more than 2 elements.
Computing All Maximally Superior Splits
Let M = fS 1 ; S 2 ; : : :; S m g be the set of all possible maximally superior splits of C tot = fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : :; C k g. Let C new correspond to the new request being added to the system. Let M 0 be the set of all possible maximally superior splits of C tot fC new g. Let C tot be an enumeration of the clients in C tot in accordance with the total linear order 11 of C tot . Likewise, let C tot (new) be an enumeration of the clients in C tot fC new g in accordance with the total linear order of C tot fC new g. If SC is a totally ordered set (usually a sync-class), we will use lino(SC) to denote the last element in the linear order, as given by C tot of the set SC. Similarly, we will use no(SC) to denote the rst element in the linear order, as given by C tot of the set SC. Let < ino and > ino be comparison operators which compare two elements, C i and C j , based on their linear order, as given by C tot . That is, given C tot = fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : :; C k g, i.e., the enumeration of the clients in C tot in accordance with the total linear order, C i < ino C j i i < j; similarly, C i > ino C j i i > j.
Finally, let Q be the matrix representing \connectivity" between all clients, i.e.:
Note that expanding Q to include C new should only take O( card(Extremes(SC))) because of the previously analyzed complexity of the Syncability algorithm. Furthermore, as the Q matrix is a diagonal matrix, only half of it needs to ever be explicitly computed.
We rst give an algorithm PartialSplit(C,C new ) which will aid us in computing maximally superior splits of C tot fC new g. This algorithm, given a sync class C and a new element C new , determines the maximum number of elements in C with which C new is \syncable", i.e., it computes ). In fact, this bound can be tightened a bit by taking into account, the bound of O( card(Extremes(SC))) on the Syncability algorithm.
Given the above de nition of PartialSplit, the following algorithm returns M 0 , given M and C new .
(The matrix Q is expanded by one element before starting this algorithm, i.e., it becomes a (k + 1) (k + 1) 12 Note that, this function is only called when it is not the case that C and Cnew are \syncable"; thus C 0 i is a proper subset of C. matrix.) Recall that, in the following algorithms, we assume that S i = fC i1 ; : : :; C in g is enumerated in accordance with the total linear order. That is, C ij preceeds C ik i no(C ij ) < ino no(C ik ) based on the ordering given by C tot , as de ned above.
Before we present the algorithm, we give a brief outline as to how it computes the new set of maximally superior splits. Given a new client, C new , there are essentially the following possibilities:
1. C new is not \syncable" with any of the existing clients, C 1 : : :C k | in this case, C new is added to each of the existing maximally superior splits as its own sync class, i.e., for each S i 2 M we do the following M 0 = M 0 fS i ffC new ggg. This is the case in Step 3 of FindMaximallySuperiorSplits below.
2. C new is \syncable" with some of the existing clients, C 1 : : :C k | in this case, we must consider each of the existing maximally superior splits, S i 2 M as follows. If C new can \a ect" a sync class, C ij 2 S i ,
i.e., C new is \syncable" with some of its elements, then the \e ect" falls into one of the following two categories:
(a) C new is \syncable" with C ij | in this case we create a maximally superior split identical to S i but with C new added to C ij , i. ij fC new g with their \neighbors", we must create a new maximally superior split based on S i . The intuition for having to consider all these cases is, of course, that we must preserve the \maximally superior" property of a split, there are multiple ways of doing this, and we must consider them all to insure that all possible maximally superior splits are generated. The consideration of all these possibilities is done in ComputeSplitsAdd below. As this process is not free of duplication, we must also check for duplicates at the end. This is the case in Step 4(c)ii in FindMaximallySuperiorSplits below.
We are now ready to give the actual algorithm, which is as follows: where Duplicate is a function which determines whether the maximally superior split S new i has already been generated, i.e., it eliminates duplicates from M 0 . This is a fairly simple function which, given any \reasonable" implementation 13 (as will be seen shortly), does not signi cantly impact the complexity of Note that, in an implementation of the above algorithm, we would have to check for boundary cases, such as j = 1, j = n, and C 0 ij = ;; for instance, we should not consider C i(j?1) when j = 1. As these checks are easily performed and including them in the algorithm above would only make it less \readable", we omit these details here.
It is easily seen that the FindMaximallySuperiorSplits algorithm is potentially exponential in the size of the C ij 's. The reason for this is that part A of Step 4(b)(ii) computes the set of all subsets of C ij which are of size q or less. This causes the loop in part B of Step 4(b) (ii) to potentially be executed exponentially many times 14 . The complexity of ComputeSplitsAdd is the same as that of SyncSubsets given below. The SyncSubsets(C i ; C j ) algorithm, referred to above, simply checks if two sync-classes, C i and C j can be merged to form a sync-class. It is as follows. SyncSubsets(C i ; C j ); It is easily seen that the SyncSubsets algorithm, similarly to the PartialSplit algorithm, runs in time O( card(C i ) card(C j )). As mentioned previously, this bound can be tightened a bit by taking into account, the bound of O( card(Extremes(SC))) on the Syncability algorithm. We illustrate FindMaximallySuperiorSplits through the following example.
Example 9 Consider four clients, C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , and C 4 , all watching the same movie m, whose total linear order and \syncability" relations are illustrated in Figure 8 (a); that is in Figure 8 (a) the ovals indicate sets of clients that are \syncable". For instance, in this example, C 1 is \syncable" with C 2 , but it is not \syncable" with C 4 . Thus, the following is a set of all possible maximally superior splits, M, of C tot = fC 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 ; C 4 g: S 1 = ffC 1 ; C 2 g; fC 3 ; C 4 gg S 2 = ffC 1 g; fC 2 ; C 3 g; fC 4 gg Suppose now that a new client, C new , arrives and that it \ ts" into the total linear order as depicted in Figure 8 (b) . Since it has been shown than an optimal ( ; ) ? split split must be a maximally superior split, the following algorithm computes an optimal ( ; ) ? split of a set C tot = fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : :; C k g by considering all possible maximally superior splits of C tot . The algorithm uses an iterative approach by enumerating the maximally superior splits, and computing the value of the cost function on them.
FindOptimalSplit(C tot );
This brings us to the following point | in general, we want to nd optimal splits with respect to a cost function so that we can maximize resource sharing between di erent clients whose resource requests are \syn-cable" or \mergeable." The source of the complexity of this kind of optimal splitting is now very clear | it lies in the FindMaximallySuperiorSplits component | all other components of the FindOptimalSplit algorithm are very e ciently computable.
Updating Maximally Superior Splits
Though the preceding sections specify how a new client may be inserted into our system, we still need to solve two problems:
1. How to determine an optimal split when a request ends, i.e., is removed from C tot . Every time a client exits the system, we need to re-adjust our sync-classes.
2. How to determine an optimal split when the future anticipated requests are updated. This occurs continuously with the passage of time, because the future anticipated requests function changes with time (e.g. clients may fast forward, rewind, etc.). E ciently executing this function is critical.
These are related problems because we can view updates as removing and then inserting back each updated request (one request a time). Thus, it su ces to give an algorithm for determining an optimal split when a single request is updated, which is given below (where C old is the request being updated).
Consider a single request C old . Let l be the previous location within the enumeration of the total linear order of C old , and let l 0 be its new location, after an update to the future anticipated requests. The following algorithm shows how we may incrementally compute a new optimal split, given that the future anticipated requests function has changed only with respect to a single request, namely C old , and M is the set of all maximally superior splits before the update.
UpdateOptimalSplit(M; C old );
We may extend the above algorithm to handle the case of multiple changes as follows. If C old 1 ; : : :; C old r are all existing clients who perform a change then we iteratively process each of these changes using the above algorithm. Clearly, the complexity of the UpdateOptimalSplit algorithm is a function of the complexity of the FindMaximallySuperiorSplits and the UpdateMaximallySuperior algorithms; it is also clear that it is at least linear in the number of maximally superior splits (i.e., M 00 ), which is potentially exponential in the size of C tot (the set of all possible clients).
The algorithm for updating M, the set of all maximally superior splits, when C old is removed, is as follows. Such an operation may be invoked when, for example, an existing client exits the system.
Before we present the algorithm, we give a brief outline as to how it updates the set of maximally superior splits. Given that a client, C old , is being removed from C tot , we need to examine each of the existing maximally superior splits, S i , and create (possibly) multiple maximally superior splits, each identical to S i in elements C i1 ; : : :; C i(j?2) ; C i(j+2) ; : : :; C in , and with the following modi cations made to the remainder of S i .
Given that C ij 2 S i where C old 2 C ij and C 0 ij = C ij ?fC old g, we must determine whether, after the removal of C old , C 0 ij should remain a sync-class on its own or whether, it is \syncable" with one of its \neighboring" sync-classes, i.e., C i(j?1) and C i(j+1) . For each possible way of \merging" (or not \merging") C 0 ij with its \neighbor", we must create a new maximally superior split based on S i . The intuition for having to consider these cases is, of course, that we must preserve the \maximally superior" property of a split, there are (possibly) multiple ways of doing this, and we must consider them all to insure that all possible maximally superior splits are generated. The consideration of these possibilities is done in ComputeSplitsRemove below. As this process is not free of duplication, we must also check for duplicates at the end.
We are now ready to give the actual algorithm, which is as follows:
UpdateMaximallySuperior(M;C old ); Since the SyncSubsets algorithm (as stated above) runs in time O( card(C i ) card(C j )), it follows that, for each existing maximally superior split, i.e., for each S i 2 M, the UpdateMaximallySuperior algorithm runs in time O( card(C ij ) card(C ir ), where C old 2 C ij , C ir is a \neighboring" sync-class to C ij , and the possible number of such maximally superior splits is potentially exponential in the size of C tot (the set of all possible clients) 16 . As mentioned previously, this bound can be tightened a bit by taking into account, the bound of O( card(Extremes(SC))) on the Syncability algorithm. We illustrate UpdateMaximallySuperior through the following example.
Example 10 Consider six clients, C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 , and C 6 , all watching the same movie m, whose total linear order and \syncability" relations are illustrated in Figure 9 ; that is in Figure 9 the ovals indicate sets of clients that are \syncable". For instance, in this example, C 1 is \syncable" with C 2 , but it is 16 As in the case of FindMaximallySuperiorSplits, the check for duplicates, given a \reasonable" implementation, does not signi cantly impact the complexity of UpdateMaximallySuperior. not \syncable" with C 4 . Thus, the following is a set of all possible maximally superior splits, M, of C tot = fC 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 ; C 4 ; C 5 ; C 6 g: S 1 = ffC 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 g; fC 4 ; C 5 ; C 6 gg S 2 = ffC 1 ; C 2 g; fC 3 ; C 4 ; C 5 g; fC 6 gg S 3 = ffC 1 ; C 2 g; fC 3 ; C 4 g; fC 5 ; C 6 gg S 4 = ffC 1 ; C 2 g; fC 3 ; C 5 g; fC 4 ; C 6 gg S 5 = ffC 1 g; fC 2 ; C 3 ; C 4 ; C 5 g; fC 6 gg S 6 = ffC 1 g; fC 2 ; C 3 ; C 4 g; fC 5 ; C 6 gg S 7 = ffC 1 g; fC 2 ; C 3 ; C 5 g; fC 4 ; C 6 gg S 8 = ffC 1 ; C 3 g; fC 2 ; C 4 ; C 5 g; fC 6 gg S 9 = ffC 1 ; C 3 g; fC 2 ; C 4 g; fC 5 ; C 6 gg S 10 = ffC 1 ; C 3 g; fC 2 ; C 5 g; fC 4 ; C 6 gg Suppose now that C 3 is removed. Then the following is the new set of all possible maximally superior splits as determined by UpdateMaximallySuperior: ffC 1 ; C 2 g; fC 4 ; C 5 ; C 6 gg derived from S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 in step 1(c)iii ffC 1 g; fC 2 ; C 4 ; C 5 g; fC 6 gg derived from S 5 , S 8 in step 1(c)iii ffC 1 g; fC 2 ; C 4 g; fC 5 ; C 6 gg derived from S 6 , S 9 in step 1(c)iii ffC 1 g; fC 2 ; C 5 g; fC 4 ; C 6 gg derived from S 7 , S 10 in step 1(c)iii 5 Piggybacking In this section, we show how, when a new client makes a request, we can use a combination of ideas of adaptive piggybacking 8] and sync-classes to compute a consumption rate that will improve the new client's \chances" to be \plugged" into an existing sync-class.
As already mentioned, the motivation for grouping requests into sync-classes is to reduce the load on the storage subsystem by using a single set of resources to service an entire sync-class. Since there are costs associated with that grouping (or merge) expressed through the cost function, as illustrated, for instance, in Example 8, it would be worth while to consider approaches (orthogonal to the sync-class concept) to reducing such costs. For instance, in Example 8, we could reduce the bu ering cost (regardless of what is the optimal partitioning), by delaying the retrieval of data for the leading request in each partition by some number of time periods and thus e ectively reducing t 0 and hence B. Of course, in that case, it would be useful to include the notion of latency or waiting time as part of the cost function | in this case our framework can still be used, as stated, to nd an optimal solution (i.e., the tradeo between latency and bu er space can be explored within the stated framework). Another approach to reducing the overall cost is stated below.
Piggybacking and ( ; )-Splits: Thus far we have made the assumption that when a new client enters the system, the server does not modify the consumption rates of either the existing clients or the new client, i.e., the server keeps all consumption rates constant. However, this does not have to be the case. In general, the consumption rate of a client can be modi ed during the service of that client, through the use of \adaptive piggybacking". The adaptive piggybacking method 8, 1, 12] takes advantage of the fact that video display rates can be modi ed without a noticeable e ect on the quality of the display (see 8] for details). Consequently, it alters display (or consumption) rates of requests in progress (for the same object or data blocks), for the purpose of merging their respective I/O streams into a single stream, which can serve the entire group (of merged requests). After two viewers are \merged", one of them can release his/her I/O resources. Thus, the idea is similar to that of batching, with one notable exception. The grouping is done dynamically and while the displays are in progress, i.e., no latency is experienced by the user. Note that, the reduction in the resource demands is not quite as high as in the case of batching, since some time must pass before the streams can merge.
Thus, the idea of \adaptive piggybacking" (as described above) allows us to modify the consumption rates of clients 17 so that the new client can be merged with existing clients in a more cost-e ective manner. This means that we wish to avoid, or rather \spend as little time as possible", in cases where the new client is either in an isolated sync class or \induces" a splitting of some existing sync class (refer to the properties of the cost function given in Section 3.3.2). Basically, we would like to alter consumption rates so that C new can be immediately or with some \reasonably small" delay placed into an existing sync-class.
Let us see what it takes, at time t, to facilitate insertion of C new into a speci c ( ; )-sync class C i . Let us suppose that we are only interested in this if it can be accomplished within a speci ed threshold, , of time 18 . Let C i min and C i max denote the clients in C i that, at time t are watching the smallest and largest block numbers ( min ; max ) of the video, respectively. Let new denote the block number that client C new needs at time t. Let new denote the (to be computed) consumption rate of C new , and let min and max be the current consumption rates of clients C i min and C i max , respectively. Then, there are three possible cases to consider in computing new : If min new max , then C new is already in sync-class C i and we merely need to add it in at the requested consumption rate. In general, to merge a new client C new with an existing ( ; )-sync-class C i , all we need to do is to set 17 Of course, there are limitations to the changes we can make to a consumption rate without it being noticeable by the user; here we assume that such constraints have been considered and the discussion that follows applies to the case where we are within such limitations. 18 There could be various reasons for setting such constraints (see 8]).
C new 's consumption rate as speci ed above 19 . An algorithm implementing the above 3 tests merely needs to nd which client C min in C i is maximally far behind, which client C max in C i is maximally far ahead, and then check which of the above three cases applies. This is a provably correct method of computing the consumption rate of C new . Based on this, it is easy to see that the computation of C new 's consumption rate can be done in time linear to the size of C i .
Conclusions
In summary, we have presented a framework which includes both a theoretical basis and practical algorithms for increasing the number of clients that a multimedia server can service simultaneously. This is accomplished by grouping user requests into sync-classes, servicing each class with a single set of resources, and thus reducing the overall load on the storage subsystem.
In addition to enhancing the number of clients that can be serviced through a given set of resources, our framework o ers exibility.
Future Anticipated Requests. Di erent media-on-demand applications will use di erent user models that predict what a user will do. Any of these user models can be viewed as an implementation of our future anticipated request far function. We merely specify that any far function must present a speci ed I/O interface { using standard \wrapping" methods, this implies that most user model software implementations can be wrapped with appropriate wrappers to accomplish this.
Cost Functions. Most media on demand systems evaluate schedules and performance using di erent cost models. Di erent cost models re ect di erent requirements desired of the system, as well as re ect di erences in the expectation of clients. In this paper, our notion of a \cost function" is very broad. Di erent splits may be evaluated with any cost function as long as the cost function satis es four simple requirements which, intuitively, require that costs go up with corresponding increases in the services the system is expected to provide -certainly a reasonable requirement. A system manager may plug in any cost function s/he likes within our framework, subject to this constraint.
Based on the very generic model alluded to above, we have also developed algorithms to compute optimal splits of (sync-classes), as well as to update the optimal splits when changes occur, either due to current clients exiting the system and/or when our expectations of what current clients will do in the future changes.
We believe that this framework will be useful and can be adapted to many di erent multimedia applications, from video-on-demand servers that maintain real-time constraints to large multimedia archives, such as those that might be used in digital library systems. The adaptation of this framework to various multimedia applications is the focus of ongoing work.
